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Computer systems, communication systems, and other IT infrastructures have a growing
environmental footprint due to the significant amounts of energy consumption and carbon
emission. To address such problems and create a sustainable environment, new energy models,
algorithms, methodologies, platforms, tools and systems are required to support next-generation
computing and communication infrastructures. Thus, green computing and communications
solutions should be designed to better integrate renewable energy sources, to improve energy
efficiency, and to reducegreenhousegasemissionsandharmfulmaterials.
The 19th IEEEGreenComwill be held in December 2023, Ocean Flower Island, Hainan, China. Itwill
be an exciting international forum for scientists, engineers, and researchers to exchange their novel
research regarding advancements in the state-of-art of green computing and communications, as
well as to identify theemerging research topicsandopen issues for further researches.

Poster SESSIONS
We invite proposals for novel ideas and prelimited research associatedwith the conference, addressing research areas related to the conference. Accepted
posterswill be included in the IEEEproceeding.
PAPERSUBMISSION
Main conference papers are limited to 8 pages (regular paper), or 6 pages (short paper), and 2-4 pages for a poster paper following the IEEE proceedings
format, andare tobesubmittedasPDF.
PAPERPUBLICATION
Accepted conference papers will be published by IEEE (IEEE-DL and EI indexed). At least one author of each accepted paper is required to register and
present their work at the conference; otherwise the paper will not be included in the proceedings. Selected papers, after further extensions and revisions,
will be recommended to special issues.

Text in here

Track1:GreenComputing andCommunicationTechnologies
•Green infrastructure sustainabledesignand technologies
• Energy- andpower-constraineddevicesandgateways
•Ultra-lowpower systemsarchitectures
• Low-power, distributeddataprocessingonsensors
• Energy-efficientM2Mwiredandwireless communicationsandnetworking
•Optimizationand/or analysis in greencomputingandcommunications (including corenetwork
optimization)

•Greenbigdata, cloud, anddatacenter architecture
•Green technologies for5G (SDN, IoT, andcrowdsourcing, etc.)
• Energyharvestingcommunicationsandnetworks

Track2: Smart EnergyandSmartGrid
•Smartmetering infrastructureandtechnologies
• Large-scalemonitoring, control anddemand response
•Advanceddata fusion,mining, andmodeling in smart grid
•Managementandcontrolof distributedenergygeneration, storage, andconsumption
•Advanced smart grid applications: grid-to-vehicle andvehicle-to-grid,Micro-grid

Track3:GreenSociety Applications
•Smart sensing systems
•Smart city
•Greenvehicle, greenhome,greenbuildings, andgreenanything
•Green industrial automationandcontrol
• IntelligentTransport Systemsandcontrol
• Energy efficiency inaerial/UAVcommunicationnetworks
•Green social networks
•Applicationsof blockchain inenergymanagementand trading
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